
DR. L RIESLING 2011

[89] Wine Enthusiast
Top 100 Best Buys (#48)
Intense lemon and lime-skin aromas

add sheen to ripe, juicy citrus, peach and honey flavors in
this off-dry Riesling. Racy and crisp on the palate, it
finishes vibrant and dry with lingering crushed-slate
minerality. A fantastic bargain for such a solid wine.
November 2013

[89] The Tasting Panel
Tangy and crisp with bright peach and lime with some
lovely sweetness balanced against the racy acidity;
smooth, fresh and charming. October 2012

[89] Wine Spectator
Shows touches of richness to the wild berry, currant and
cherry flavors. The plush finish is filled with plenty of
mineral and spice, with creamy notes. Online, March 2013

[86] Mosel Fine Wines
This is still slightly reduced and flinty at first. The wine
really needs airing to develop its attractive aromatic
profile driven by dried flowers, grapefruit, lime and vine
peach. This is very neatly made and easy to drink thanks
to good juicy notes of ripe fruits on the palate. The finish
is nice, light and clean. October 2012

[Bronze] Decanter Fine Wine Awards
Pear drop and floral nose — soft, delicate and mineral.
Elderflower cordial on the palate. October 2012

Telegraph.com (UK)
For many, Ernie Loosen’s affordable Dr. L, with its viva-
cious floral aroma, sweet note and tangy lemon/apple bite,
is their first taste of premium Riesling. Jan. 14, 2013

[88] National Post (Canada)
Midweek Indian or Thai takeout and a glass of Dr. L is
more than civilized. Fresh, crisp, juicy and Mosel-delicate
with red apple, lime, guava and orange flavours to tame
any spicy dish. Twist and pour all spring and summer.
Wine of the Day, April 23, 2013

DR. L SPARKLING RIESLING

[89] Daenna Van Mulligen,
Winescores.ca
Fresh and fun and made with 100%

Riesling, this bubbly goes down very easy. Fresh lively
fruit — apples and citrus are layered with ginger and
honey flavours. Nice acidity and a kiss of sweetness —
very clean. September 2011

[86] Wine Enthusiast
This sekt admirably reflects its Riesling content and
Mosel origins, delivering characteristic notes of lime,
apple and gingery spice. Online, Oct. 22, 2012

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING DRY
“RED SLATE” 2011

[HHHH] Michael Pinkus,
Grape Guy (Ontario)
…and the good doctor means dry,
very dry; mineral dominates here

with spice and hints of green apple; not your usual
German Riesling. Oct. 27, 2012

[86] Wine & Spirits (Best Buy)
This is rich and easy, with floral notes gracing the 
pineapple-ripe fruit. Bright acidity keeps it clean and
fresh. December 2012

[86] Mosel Fine Wines
This wine, made from holdings in the eastern part of
Ürziger Wu� rzgarten, in the Zeltinger Deutschherrenberg
and in the Kinheimer Försterlay, is marketed as
Rotschiefer in German-speaking countries and as Red
Slate in English-speaking ones. The 2011 version exhibits
an open and intense nose of red apple, quince, violet,
banana and anise. This leads to a well-balanced even if
opulent on the palate driven by spices and vanilla cream,
and to a long and powerful finish. October 2012
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DR. LOOSEN ERDENER PRÄLAT RIESLING GG 
ALTE REBEN 2011

[17/20] Michael Schmidt (JancisRobinson.com)
The Prälat shines with a generous expression of fruit
which includes peach, pear and melon. A fresh acidity
provides plenty of backbone and further interest is added
by a herbal tangent and the merest hint of botrytis. 
Sept 19, 2012

[89] Mosel Fine Wines
This welcomes the taster with lovely perfumes of dried
spices, apricot, banana, coconut and ripe fruits. The wine
is smooth and elegant on the palate with an intense
creamy touch and some spices in the background. The
finish is on the broad side but remains playful and
 charming. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN ERDENER TREPPCHEN RIESLING GG
ALTE REBEN 2011

[92] Wine & Spirits (Year’s Best)
Acidity races through the beeswax texture of this wine,
loosing notes of green pear, thyme and floral white peach
along the way. It’s youthful and energetic, a lean arrow of
old-vine fruit flavor that traces a graceful line.  Dec. 2012

[91] Richard Jennings (RJonWine.com)
Very light yellow color; floral, white jasmine, pear nose;
tasty, tart pear, floral, white jasmine, mineral palate;
medium-plus finish. Sept. 27, 2012

[89+] Mosel Fine Wines
This is expressive and intense on the nose with notes of
red apple, smoke, anise and dried spices. High extract and
earthy flavors add to the feeling of powerful and structure
on the palate. The finish is almost painfully spicy, which
brings some freshness but is also an indication that this
wine really best left alone for a few years in order for it to
find its balance and tame away its exuberance. It could
then easily offer a positive surprise. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN RIESLING GG
ALTE REBEN 2011

[92] Wine Enthusiast
The nose of this powerfully fruity yet dry Riesling packs a
punch, with aromas of ripe pineapple, apricot and floral
potpourri. The palate is dense with stone fruit, and a hint
of red berry flavor, but finishes elegantly with sleek
mineral tones.  December 2013

[90] Mosel Fine Wines
This is floral and spicy on the nose with additional notes
of pineapple, gooseberry and white peach. A spicy and
mineral infused core gives a linear and steely structure to
the fresh and elegant wine. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN WEHLENER SONNENUHR RIESLING
GG 2011

[90] Richard Jennings (RJonWine.com)
Light yellow color; appealing, focused, ripe pear, tart
peach nose; tasty, tart pear, very tart green apple palate
with medium acidity; medium-plus finish. Sept. 27, 2012

[88] Mosel Fine Wines
Despite not being mentioned on the label, this wine is
made from 80 years old un-grafted vines. A floral and
elegant nose of pear cream, yellow peach, anise and
pineapple leads to a soft and slightly creamy palate. The
dry extract brings structure on the palate and some inten-
sity to the finish. This is a very good dry wine made in a
pleasant and attractive style. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING
KABINETT “BLUE SLATE” 2011

[90] The Tasting Panel
Lovely floral nose; a bit of spritz
and dry, Granny SMith apple and
citrus fruit flavors; bracing, clean

and pure with a long, smooth finish. November 2012

[88] Wine Spectator
Straightway flavors of red peach and lemon mint are juicy
and well-spiced. Applesauce notes flash on the finish. 
Web Only, 2012
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[88] Wine & Spirits (Best Buy)
Striking a friendly balance between rich flavor and firm-
ness, this is thirst quenching in its play of jazzy acidity
against rich, lemony fruit, a clean, clear riesling with a
hint of white pepper. December 2012

Michael Pinkus, OntarioWineReview.com
The nose is full of that mineral quality you expect in a
Riesling with lovely lemon and white fruits; there’s even a
zing to the nose that really lures you in for that first sip.
The palate is really something exciting as well, as the
mineral comes roaring through along with sweet pear,
apple and lemon notes.

[87] Mosel Fine Wines
A nice and fresh nose of grapefruit, lime, flowers give way
to a creamy and fruity wine on the palate. This is sappy
and light weighted, and a crisp acidity reinforces the feel-
ing of clean and pure fruits in the delicious medium-long
finish. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN BERNKASTELER
LAY RIESLING KABINETT 2011

[91] Wine Spectator
A snappy Riesling, with snow pea
notes to the well-proportioned
flavors of glazed citrus, dried apri-

cot and lemon meringue pie. The juicy finish is filled with
rich, spicy notes.  Savvy Shopper. Dec. 31, 2012

[91] Wine & Spirits (Year’s Best)
Brisk and concise, this wine’s apricot and lemon zest
flavors sing with the clarity of a bell, a dark, brooding
minerality running quietly beneath. It feels fresh and
effortless, gulpable in its ease. December 2012

[89] Mosel Fine Wines
Made in stainless steel, this offers a fresh, smoky and pure
nose driven by flowers and white orchard fruits. The wine
is fruity, juicy and nicely structured on the palate. A crisp
and focused acidity comes through in the finish which
makes the wine taste more off-dry than fruity. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING KABINETT 2011

[93] Wine & Spirits 
(Year’s Best)
Firm and delicate, this gives the

sense of looking from the top of the rocky Treppchen hill,
with the scent of herbs and wildflowers growing between
sun-warmed stones. The wine’s ripe lemon fruit is
enlivened by a breezy acidity,with a clarity and a hint of
ginger spice that bring a pairing with sushi to mind. In
fact, this will do justice to any dish that requires a light
but firm hand. December 2012

[90] Wine Spectator
Features a tangy aroma, with flavors of nectarine and
guava that turn light and airy. The juicy finish is succu-
lent, featuring red peach notes accented by hints of
coconut. Web Only, 2012

[90] Wine Advocate
Sassafras and candied orange peel characteristic for this
site are joined in the nose of Loosen’s 2011 Erdener
Treppchen Riesling Kabinett by pronounced pepper and
cress notes that might have migrated from a Grüner
Veltliner. Brighter in its fresh citrus palate suggestions and
more focused than its immediate Kabinett siblings, it takes
full advantage of the piquancy and bite of zest and cress to
deliver a sappy finish of enervating and refreshing persist-
ence. This unusually animated exemplar of its vintage and
sector is apt to drink well through at least 2025. April 2013

[91] Mosel Fine Wines
What a great fresh wine! It starts off with subtle and pure
notes of cassis, slate, white orchard fruits as well as a touch
of passion fruit. An electrifying acidity not commonly seen
in this vintage brings liveliness and tension to the delicately
creamy palate and cleanses the long finish. This is a superb
Kabinett! October 2012

[89] Wine Enthusiast
Dusty minerals and dried herbs accent bright lemon-lime
aromas on teh nose of this delicately framed Kabinett. A
tickle of spritz on the palate adds to the wine’s wispy,
subely sweet and fruity character. Finishes long and fresh,
with intense citrus acidity.  December 2013
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DR. LOOSEN ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING KABINETT 2011

[91] Wine Spectator
Very fresh and zesty, with crunchy flavors of cut peach
and lemon curd that linger with chamomile notes. The
engaging finish features good cut to the eucalyptus and
ruby grapefruit notes, showing hints of sage honey. 
Dec. 31, 2012

[90] Wine Enthusiast
Layers of fresh-cut grass and herbs add freshness to
sweet white-peach flavor on the palate of this exquisitely
structured Kabinett. Bristling acidity lends a ticklishness
to the mouthfeel that lingers long on the finish.  
December 2013

[88+] Mosel Fine Wines
This offers straightforward and direct scents of peach,
pineapple and almond. The wine is comparatively smooth,
creamy and sweet on the palate for a Kabinett but a kick
of spices brings tension to the finish. This could gain in
finesse and lightness with bottle age. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN
WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING KABINETT 2011

[92] Wine Enthusiast
Lanolin and honeycomb notes lend
a minerally feel to rich, lusciously

concentrated peach and tangerine flavors in this powerful
yet finely structured Kabinett. A hint of spritz and shock-
ing lemon-lime acidity lead the way to a long, elegant
finish.  December 2013

[90] Wine & Spirits (Year’s Best)
This is lively and spritzig, with a jazzy acidity that gives
the fruit flavors a lacey feel. It's crisp and tight, evoking
pink grapefruit, green apple and orange blossom with a
lovely clarity and restraint. December 2012

[90] Wine Spectator
There’s an enticing savory note to the flavors of tarragon,
lemon verbena and chamomile, supported by plenty of
fresh acidity. Finishes with pastry notes and star fruit.
Web Only, 2012

[89] Mosel Fine Wines
Some floral and fresh fruity notes give way to almond,
ginger and grapefruit. The wine is mouth-coating, round
and creamy on the palate and leaves a spicy, compact and
earthy sensation in the long finish. This needs a few years
to find its balance but should then turn into a gorgeous
and easydrinking wine. October 2012

EAT Magazine online (British Columbia)
This might be the most focused, concentrated 8% that
you’ve ever tasted. An exceptionally steep and rocky blue
slate site in the Mosel yields this elegant wine. Expressive
ripe pear and bruised, perfumed white blossoms entice to
an off dry palate. Floral spring perfume, pear, white peach
and delicate citrus comes to life through crisp acidity and
electric minerality.. Oct. 30, 2012

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2011

[93] Wine & Spirits
This feels round and ripe but it’s
not at all sweet; rather it's rich in

earthy spice and umami tones. The flavors coalesce
around a core of firm acidity, forming a dense, vertically
structured beam of flavor and energy. Broad and stony, it
feels rugged and brawny, a wine to cellar for another few
years or to open with something as rich and meaty as
choucroute. December 2012

[91] Wine Enthusiast
Intensely aromatic with notes of orange blossom, honey
and tangerines, this juicy, fruity Riesling is delicate in body
with a refreshingly crisp acidity. Whiffs of lanolin and
dried herbs add complexity and finesse.  July 2013

[90] Wine Advocate
Strong scents of anise, sassafras, and lemon candy inform
the nose of Dr. Loosen’s 2011 Erdener Treppchen Riesling
Spatlese, then join fresh orange on a sappy, delicate,
pronouncedly sweet palate, leading to a long, luscious
finish replete with invigorating crystalline mineral tingle.
As with the corresponding Kabinett, Loosen has delivered
an unusually animated and bright exemplar of this site and
vintage. April 2013
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[91] Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a highly perfumed and intense nose ranging
from honeyed and ripe fruits such as apricot to more
exotic ones including passion fruit, quince and some
vanilla cream. The wine coats the palate with creamy
yellow fruits and firms up in the finish. However, its light
bodied structure makes the wine juicy and very easy to
enjoy. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN
ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2011

[94] Wine & Spirits
(Year’s Best)
This moves through a vast array of

flavor, spicy and lush. It begins on an herbal note of
gentian, grows fleshy with nectarine flavor and heads into
deep orange citrus. Those flavors coalesce around a tight
center of white cherry fruit, sparkling with a crystalline
minerality. It’s vast and yet structured, everything feeling
in its place. December 2012

[93] Wine Spectator
Racy and well-structured, with some tropical fruit over-
tones of mango and fresh pineapple to the core of grape-
fruit and Key lime flavors. Pastry notes are accented by
creamy elements on the long, rich finish. Very bright.
Featured in Savvy Shopper. Feb. 29, 2012

[91] Wine Advocate
Juicy fresh kiwi lightly-glazed with honey and strawberry
preserves characterize the nose and luscious yet persist-
ently bright palate of a Loosen 2011 Ürziger Würzgarten
Riesling Spätlese. This is an ideal exemplar of the generos-
ity of the best 2011s, yet its richness coincides with focus
and a stimulating sense of vivacity as well as subtly stony
and crystalline finishing mineral impingements. April 2013

[91] Mosel Fine Wines
This nice and clean Spätlese is all about smoke, spices,
orange, yellow peach, apricot and grapefruit. Juicy dried
fruit including mango come through on the palate. This
leads to Auslese-like fruit and acidity concentration and
intensity, and yet the wine remains very easy to drink. It
should age effortlessly. October 2012

[Bronze] Decanter World Wine Awards 2013
Delicate pineapple nose. Extremely lively with tasty
lemon, pineapple and pear. Long and pleasant finish.

DR. LOOSEN
WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING SPÄTLESE 2011

[94] Wine Spectator
Top 100 — #67
Intense aromas and flavors of peach

strudel and apple pie feature notes of custard and goose-
berry. The vibrant finish echoes with long, pure glazed
citrus notes. A powerful style.  
Spectator Selection. Dec. 15, 2012

[92] Wine & Spirits (Year’s Best)
Restrained and perfectly ripe, this captures the delicacy
possible from this vineyard in its clarity and shape, the
green fruit and mineral notes crystalline in their expres-
sion. Underneath, the minerality runs like a stream, brisk
and cool. December 2012

[91] Wine Enthusiast
This wine is fresh and vibrant in acidity and structure, yet
penetrating on the palate with sweet, ripe stonefruit and
yellow floral notes. Hints of lime pith and jasmine tea add
texture and astringency on the long, mineral-laden finish.
July 2013

Stacy Slinkard, About.com Wine
“Top 10 Thanksgiving Day Wines”
German Rieslings remain one of the most versatile, food-
affectionate white wines around. They are the consum-
mate host for any Thanksgiving meal, by welcoming both
those that enjoy wine regularly and those that rarely
imbibe with their off-dry styles, inviting, aromatic nose
and distinct ability to partner with a variety of dishes.
This Dr. Loosen Spätlese is no exception, expect a rush of
ripe apple and vanilla spice on the nose with a swirl of
honeyed peach paving the way to a full-fruit palate
profile. This Riesling is well concentrated, with consistent
waves of peach and pear planted firmly on a slate of
mineral tones and vibrant acidity. Thanksgiving Day
meals call for a wine that can go from start to finish with-
out a hiccup over stuffing, herbs and a variety of sauces
and gravies. This is one German Riesling that can go the
distance! Nov. 14, 2012
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[90] Mosel Fine Wines
Smoke, anise, apricot, yellow peach and a touch of spices
lead to a spicy and earthy structure on the palate and a
soft and creamy finish. This is very nicely made. 
October 2012

[89] Wine Advocate
The Loosen 2011 Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spätlese
is loaded with juicy, fresh, cinnamon- and vanilla-tinged
apple in both fresh and jellied forms. Subtly creamy and
less-subtly sweet, this still manages to finish with a satisfy-
ing sense of luscious refreshment as well as admirable
sheer persistence. Perhaps more complexity will come with
time. I would certainly feel safe following this through at
least 2025. April 2013

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER TREPPCHEN
RIESLING AUSLESE 2011

[93] The Tasting Panel
Sweet, dense and pure with creamy
texture and deep, rich minerality

and muscular; nervy, intense and long; complex and
exquisite. April 2013

[92] Wine Advocate
Pineapple, papaya and orange along with a sarsaparilla-
like sweet herbal concentration inform the Loosen 2011
Erdener Treppchen Riesling Auslese, with suggestions of
honey as well as salted caramel such as are found in a
number of sweet wines of the present collection serving for
both additional richness and saliva inducement. Almost
liqueur-like in its oily viscosity and sweet concentration,
this, at the same time, evinces juicy fresh citrus that helps
it finish exuberantly and downright infectiously. April 2013

[92] Mosel Fine Wines
Still quite backward (something not unusual for wines
from this vineyard), this only offers smoke, yellow peach,
quince and anise and comes over as structured and
comparatively powerful on the palate. It is compact and
shows quite some extract. The finish is intense, fruity and
honeyed, in a style not unlike that of an Auslese lange
GK. This should gain in finesse with time as there is a
superb underlying feeling of complexity. October 2012

DR. LOOSEN
ÜRZIGER WÜRZGARTEN
RIESLING AUSLESE 2011

[91] Wine Advocate
Honey and salted caramel mingle
with strawberry preserves on the

nose and creamy palate of Loosen’s 2011 Ürziger
Würzgarten Riesling Auslese, representing a direct and
obvious extension of his two 2011 Würzgarten Spätlesen.
With sweetness a bit stickier here than in those Spatlesen,
it is a good thing that cooling suggestions of herbal
concentrates and lime sorbet help keep the wine subtly
refreshing. While this just misses the layered complexity,
primary juiciness and focus of the gold capsule Spätlese, it
manages by its extra measure of richness and honeyed
botrytis character to differentiate itself as “true” Auslese
by Loosen and Schug’s definition, and it may well acquire
additional allure in the course of the next couple of
decades. “This is harvested quite late,” notes Schug, “by
which time it was pretty hard to find any healthy fruit, and
you have instead 85–90% botrytis.” April 2013

[91] The Tasting Panel
Creamy and intense with thick texture and nervy style;
ripe peach and juicy acidity; long and balanced with great
depth and charm. April 2013

[Gold] Decanter World Wine Awards 2013
Lush tropical fruit nose with hints of passion fruit, peach
and guava. Beautifully structured, ripe dried fruit palate
with mineral freshness and light botrytis undertones. 

DR. LOOSEN
WEHLENER SONNENUHR
RIESLING AUSLESE 2011

[91] Wine Enthusiast
Hints of candle wax and lemon peel
add dimension to dark floral aromas

on the nose of this sultry auslese. The palate is rich with
sweet tangerine and nectarine flavors, yet delightfully light
on the palate, with a tang of steely minerality that extends
the finish. Cellar Selection December 2013
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[91] Wine Advocate
A savor of salted caramel and browned butter mingles
with the Sonnenuhr-typical scents and flavors of vanilla-
tinged baked apple in a Loosen 2011 Wehlener Sonnenuhr
Riesling Auslese that stimulates taste buds and salivary
glands alike, and preserves a surprising and highly
welcome degree of fresh fruit juiciness to enliven its rich
finish. The product of relatively early harvest with,
explains Schug, a very fine dusting of botrytis, this pure
and alluring elixir should be well worth following for a
quarter century. “Early botrytis,” he adds, “can preserve a
brilliant acidity.” April 2013

[93] Mosel Fine Wines
This richly exotic wine is driven by clean scents of
honeyed fruits, quince, pear cream, a touch of coconut
and pineapple, which lead to a classy and juicy feel on the
palate. The wine gains in finesse in the finish thanks to a
most lively and pure touch of acidity which cleanses the
palate. This is a superb, fresh and complex Auslese.
October 2012

[92] The Tasting Panel
Silky, smooth and luscious with sweet, ripe peach and
creamy texture; rich, nervy and long; pure and masterful.
April 2013

[91] Wine Enthusiast
Hints of candle wax and lemon peel add dimension to
dark floral aromas on the nose of this sultry Auslese. The
palate is rich with sweet tangerine and nectarine flavors,
yet delightfully light on the palate, with a tang of steely
minerality that extends the finish.  December 2013

DR. LOOSEN
ERDENER PRÄLAT
RIESLING AUSLESE
GOLDKAPSEL 2011

[97] The Tasting Panel
Pure and graceful with

bright peach and racy acidity; juicy and fresh with hints
of botrytis; and exquisite expressioin of the depth and
charm of Mosel fruit and minerals; amazing. April 2013

[93] Mosel Fine Wines
This is fresh and pure with intense notes of smoke,
coconut, almond paste, apricot and anise. The wine flows
on the palate showing intense creamy notes. This manages
the tour the force (which nearly only Prälat wines can
achieve) of being at the same time soft, mouth-coating,
elegant and silky, so that the sensation of richness is
completely hidden away. This is a great, rich and elegant
dessert wine. October 2012

[90] Wine Advocate
Picked late – alongside the corresponding Grosses
Gewachs – the Loosen 2011 Erdener Pralat Riesling
Auslese gold capsule as such represents an inexplicable
departure from the recent trend here to pick Pralat a bit
earlier with more freshness and lower Oechsle. Mango,
glazed pineapple, root beer and caramel inform a headily
ripe and exotic nose – tinged with musk, sweat, and
smoke – and also an almost syrupy-sweet and viscous
palate. Piquant hints of orange rind and a bit of fresh
orange juiciness are outgunned in the finish by the
onslaught of caramelized tropical fruit concentrate. This
finishes with undeniable if sticky persistence and it may
well remain viable for a quarter century or more, but it
will be a long wait before its sheer sense of sweetness
begins to recede. April 2013

[Gold/Sweet Riesling Trophy] International Wine
Competition (UK)
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